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Exclusive Hawaiian Quilt Snowflake Ornament Kit from The Bead Gallery, Honolulu includes
supplies to make ONE beautiful ornament!

 
Mele Kalikimaka (Reds & Greens) -OR- Poli`ahu (White) Kits include:

Assorted lucite flowers - 18 pieces total
Large star - 6 pieces

Medium bell - 6 pieces
Small star - 6 pieces

 
Assorted Chinese crystal - 28 pieces total

8x10mm rondelle - 4 pieces
6mm cube - 4 pieces

15x8mm cone - 4 pieces
8mm round - 6 pieces

4mm rondelle - 10 pieces
 

3.75" diameter steel snowflake form - 1 piece
Silicone stoppers - 6 pieces

6/0 seed beads - approximately 15 pieces
Super mac thread - 1 yard

 

VIDEO TUTORIALS:

subscribe!subscribe!
like &like &

Use the same loop-turning technique as the
one used to turn the loop on this memory wire

bracelet!
 

Memory Wire Bracelet at The Bead Gallery

***IMPORTANT NOTE: This wire of the
snowflake form is NOT meant to be

cut with jewelry or craft-grade
cutters. The forms are steel, and will

damage your cutters!
 

Use the pictures on the following
page to copy the layout for each

snowflake. The layout varies slightly
for the looped version vs. the stopper

pattern.
 

We recommend using the stoppers
to hold the beads in place - but you

can turn loops if you are experienced
with memory wire, and are up for a

challenge!

 

http://www.youtube.com/thebeadgallery
https://youtu.be/IzfFlsEL1SY


SHOP LIVE IN 2 PLACES NOW!
FACEBOOK AND ON OUR WEBSITE!

Pick what YOU want live or in replay!

MELE KALIKIMAKA (WITH STOPPER)

http://www.facebook.com/thebeadgallery.honolulu
https://thebeadgallery.com/pages/streams


SHOP LIVE IN 2 PLACES NOW!
FACEBOOK AND ON OUR WEBSITE!

Pick what YOU want live or in replay!

POLIAHU (WITH STOPPER)

http://www.facebook.com/thebeadgallery.honolulu
https://thebeadgallery.com/pages/streams


SHOP LIVE IN 2 PLACES NOW!
FACEBOOK AND ON OUR WEBSITE!

Pick what YOU want live or in replay!

MELE KALIKIMAKA (WITH LOOPED
ENDS)

http://www.facebook.com/thebeadgallery.honolulu
https://thebeadgallery.com/pages/streams


SHOP LIVE IN 2 PLACES NOW!
FACEBOOK AND ON OUR WEBSITE!

Pick what YOU want live or in replay!

POLIAHU (WITH LOOPED ENDS)

http://www.facebook.com/thebeadgallery.honolulu
https://thebeadgallery.com/pages/streams

